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Abstract:
This paper proposes to analyze some aspects regarding the online Romanian insurance market. The most important step made towards the development of the insurance electronic commerce in Romania was due to ISC decision to oblige the Romanian insurers to issue compulsory insurance policies only in the electronic system. In the period 2007-2012 the Romanian insurance market had increased and decreases this was due to the economic crisis. This market is dominated by motor insurance at a rate of over 60%. Despite the fact that over 50% of the insurance policies in Romania are issued online, electronic commerce with insurance represents only 5% of the total market.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of informatics society is being felt in all fields and in the farthest corners of the world. In the financial-banking and insurance sectors due to the high volume of information to be processed and sent to long distance sometimes, the use and development of software programs has become a necessity for many years.

Besides the large amount of information that is processed in a financial market is important to note the value of trades or businesses menus in this market. Different levels of development of member states are increasing internal competition between the companies.

This makes large multinational corporations, very active in financial and banking and insurance domain, to enter into the national markets. Appearance of the financial crisis has led to the need to reduce production costs, trading and other administrative expenses. IT solutions have always been an important lever to reduce operational costs.

The evolution and development of online trade is a priority for all areas including insurance. In this paper we present several problems that lead to the creation and development of the online market in the insurance sector.

2. ON LINE & OF LINE IN THE ROMANIAN INSSURANCE MARKET

2.1. Electronic Commerce with Insurances. Electronic commerce has turned from a novelty of the past to a nowadays necessity. Now everyone is online and
presence in this area is essential for evolution and business development. Electronic commerce is defined as "a modern technology to do business, which addresses the needs of organizations, merchants and consumers to reduce transaction costs while improving the quality of goods and services and increasing the speed of delivery."(1, p.38) We would like to present below some aspects of online issuance trading and of online issue for insurance policies. Currently, in Romania there are 18 classes of insurance approved by the Insurance Supervisory Commission (8). To these 18 classes are relate two compulsory insurance policies: MTPL and PAD, and a variety of optional insurance policy. From the variety of insurance products offered by insurers not all are accessible to the online insurance trade. Legislation provides that two mandatory insurance policies (RCA and PAD) to be issued only in electronic system, online. Obligation of electronic issue of insurance policies was a necessary step in the development and modernization of the insurance market and electronic commerce with insurance. Each insurance companies authorized in Romania have advanced software that issue insurance policies in various forms depending on the type of insurance policy and the class in which they fit in. With the development and implementation of various accounting and management solutions for the insurance market was done one step forward in strengthening the e-insurance area.

The most important step was taken with the issuance of the Insurance Supervisory Commission Order No. 21/2009 (8). Thus all insurance companies licensed to practice MTPL insurance were obliged since January 1, 2010 to issue these insurance policies only electronically through online systems. By issuing MTPL policies online it could achieve a unified database to apply the bonus-mauls system from MTPL insurance pricing.

The transition from the classic sales took place not very easy since every motor vehicle liability insurer uses its own software application to electronic issuance of insurance policies. In this sense we give examples for the preparation and operation of insurance software. Insurance company Astra SA began issuing electronic motor third party liability policies from August 2009. This allowed him to experiment more and get a significant advance on start. Today on same interface software can deliver all mandatory and optional insurance policies of the company. This insurance company has the first rank in top 10 insurers in Romania.

By implementing online issue of MTPL policies, the insured and vehicle information are recorded in real time, for the first time in the history of insurance in Romania, into a common database. This is CEDAM database which is managed by the Insurance Supervisory Commission. In this database is included a centralized evidence MTPL insurance policies issued by all insurers authorized to conduct mandatory liability insurance in Romania. It is also a public database that provides nonstop data about online history for MTPL insurance policy for vehicles registered in Romania. The access to the database is done by entering the registration number or vehicle identification number and the date in which we're interested to check the data for the car insurance.

CEDAM database will provide basic information "vehicle with registration / identification number is insured at the insurance company ... branch ...” (Fig.1) CEDAM database can be accessed also for information on registered and paid damages. (Fig.2) Information about damages is available for insurance policies issued by Romanian insurers from 1 July 2009. The information provided by CEDAM inform antic system refers to the distribution of the insured to a certain class of bonus malus. You can track this way to accurately track for MTPL policyholders since 2009.

2.2 The role of MTPL policies to the development of the online sales. To issue auto insurance policies, a large amount of information needs to be processed and stored. Correctness of the date data entered influence the bonus-malus classes and the price of the insurance policy.

The creation of the national CEDAM
database was one of the first steps to develop online trade with auto liability insurance.

Now in its third year of electronic issuance, when for each of the vehicles registered in our country the identification data were introduced at least once through the insurers electronic platforms where corrected almost all data recording errors.

Electronic commerce with any products can take place between partners who are long distance one from the other. The electronic commerce with insurance in addition to advantages, for MTPL has some deficiencies. If at the purchase certain features had been entered incorrectly the car will get a lower price for the insurance. If the insurance period of 6 or 12 months had passed and no insured event happened, damaged in the collection of insurance premium is the insurer because he didn’t charged properly the insurance price. Therefore we find that it was defrauded the insurer.

2.3 The role of PAD policies in the development of the online insurances sales.
Starting with 15 July 2010 a second class of policies has the obligation to be issued electronically directly from insurers portal. This policy is called PAD and it is a compulsory home insurance policy (8). If MTPL insurance policy has different rates from one insurer to another insurance policy PAD is standardized. The premium is the same for all insurers authorized to be subscribed. The price is 10 or 20 Euros depending on the type of construction. Broker’s fee for this product is small. Sales volume increased in the first months because of the law enforcement. Later subscriptions declined considerably as a result of the substitution with voluntary policies. Subscriptions have dropped also because the local government did not apply the sanctions provided by law.

2.4 Motor Hull on line - opportunities and logistical difficulties for insurers and brokers. Motor Hull insurance policy is issued online from the insurer’s portals, or through the web-service of the insurance brokers. For the insurance contract to be valid, it must be signed by the insured person or his representative. Also is required an all risk inspection for the vehicle. This involves performing a minimum number of photographs of the vehicle. Are highlighted the cars identification number, registration number, mileage on board, and the date of the conclusion of the policy, other technical or existing damage on the vehicle. At some insurance companies the online issue of Motor Hull insurance policy has some restrictions in the computer applications. Online issue is conditioned by simultaneous loading pictures in risk inspection and registration certificate with valid technical inspection of the vehicle.

Electronic commerce with insurances encounters some difficulties in relations with insurance companies and brokers. Insurers support in a very small measure the brokers for electronic issuance of insurance policies and the development of online commerce with insurers. Some insurers (Allianz Tiriac, City Insurance) practice differentiated tariffs to electronic sell of policies. The tariffs for the policies are reduced by 5-10% in online sales through their own sites. Insurers are aware that through the electronic issuance of policies, insurance brokers have access in real, time through comparative sites, to all insurance rates in the market at a time. Brokers can influence the buyer for an insurer or another. The decision to choose the best insurer may be in competition with the intention of insurance brokers to sell / mediate insurance policy for one insurer or another. It
can be chosen the insurer that gives to the broker the highest percentage of the insurance premium fee. "The Web has become a new channel for public exploration where traditional brokers must be present as well. Has become unavoidable necessary to have a website dedicated to the public that can provide information about products, prices, and enable subscription rates" (5, pag.51)

On the insurance market in Romania in the period 2007-2012 the share of general insurance underwriting had a rate of about 90% (3). These are completed through brokers in increasing proportions from year to year. In 2012, the volume of intermediation through brokers reached 54% of total general insurance. (6).

Among the general insurance the motor insurance are sold in the highest percentage occupying more than 60% of the subscriptions. MTPL insurance occupies over 50% of subscriptions. This type of insurance is issued only electronically and is a favorite within the electronic commerce with insurance. Most of insurance brokers are selling insurance policies in the classical system. There are insurance brokers who have dedicated all them activity only to the e-commerce insurance. Both types of brokers are using the prices comparators. (Figure 3).

The 12 insurers authorized by ISC to sell insurance MTPL policies have a great diversity of rates. With MTPL insurance tariff liberalization they were segmented by several criteria. Besides the characteristics of the vehicle and apply the bonus malus MTPL rates are influenced by: urban or rural residence, driver’s age, vehicle usage, geographic area. There are applied social protection measures by reducing tariffs for pensioners, people with disabilities, employees, etc... (Figure 4).

The online insurance sales websites of the brokers have insurance prices comparators. We can say that in this case not the brokers are selling the insurances but the prices from the comparators. The broker is consultant and client representative. Broker’s promise of selecting the best insurance deals based on customer needs is more complex. It's hard to communicate it and to keep it, than just click on a button to command for an insurance policy.

3. CONCLUSIONS

From the statistics of the Insurance Supervisory Commission and those from organizations who monitor the online insurance market in Romania are shows that electronic commerce with insurance does not exceed 5% of sales. (6) Most insurance sold online are MTPL policies and policies for travel abroad. Mandatory electronic issuance of insurance policies MTPL was the most important step that made Romanian insurers for insurance e-commerce development and implementation of financial market e-insurance concept.

If applying Bonus Malus system for MTPL had positive effects, the creation of a common database among insurers for damages recorded and hull insurance is recommended. Online commerce is gaining ground in Romania, but still suffers from a lack of trust among the clients. Currently CSA has not issued clear guidelines for this trade.

It requires more and more in the near future a clear need for regulation in the online insurance sales. Insurance premium discounts can only be granted by the insurer decision and not for the ones of the brokers. Currently in Romania online insurance selling is carried out also by other e-commerce companies that are selling computer equipment, auto parts or fuel, travel agencies and others. Not all of these companies have specialized personnel in insurance consultancy.

Online insurance market regulation should start with setting a minimum package of information required to be transmitted by the insurance broker. It cannot forbid the creation of online insurance selling websites and other financial products, the Supervisory Institution may determine in consultation with professional entities of insurers and brokers for a set of trade rules to be followed in the online commerce with insurance.
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Apoi/Info

- Internează pentru identificarea prejudiciilor asociate unei secțiuni DNPCU: nr. înmatriculare/sediu cu daune.

- Tot în cazul comunității sosia are o responsabilitate cu numărul de înmatriculare. Pentru o mai mare acuratețe a rezultatelor, interogator este indicatul utilizând următoarele variațiile de daune:

- Sunt atribute prejudiciilor asociate pentru următoarea listă în văzutul următoarea în anul 2008.

Fig 3
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year / Lei</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Written Premiums-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Written Premiums-Auto</td>
<td>4.120.191</td>
<td>5.400.859</td>
<td>5.583.054</td>
<td>4.947.736</td>
<td>3.961.491</td>
<td>3.949.406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors procession based on information from annual Reports of ISC in 2007-2011. For 2012, estimation based on information provided by insurers, unaudited data.